University of Massachusetts at Boston

Commencement 1978

Harbor Campus
Thursday
June 1, at 2pm
THE UNIVERSITY MACE

Symbols of authority and power, maces, were originally hand weapons designed for use against armor. Topped by the flame of knowledge, the University Mace has the University Seal as a focal point and unifying element. Tassels of maroon and white hang from the shaft of fourteen rods of black walnut, symbolizing the fourteen counties of the Commonwealth, held together by a gold band, which symbolizes their unity.

The head of the Mace is gold plate over highly polished brass. Complex curves radiating from the hub in which the Seal is centered reflect light in constantly changing patterns, symbolic of the many-faceted environment of University life. The Mace is borne by the Faculty Co-Chairperson of the University Assembly.

ACADEMIC COSTUME AND REGALIA

Academic Gowns represent a tradition which comes down from the Middle Ages. At that time they were a common form of dress and were retained by the clergy when the laity adopted more modern styles. The early European universities were founded by the church; the students, being clerics, were obliged to wear the prescribed gowns at all times.

The usual color for academic gowns in America is black, although Yale masters and doctors may wear Yale blue and Harvard doctors of philosophy are authorized to wear Harvard crimson.

The bachelor's gown has long pointed sleeves and is worn closed. Caps, originally round, are now mortarboards; hoods, originally cowled, were attached to the gown and could be slipped over the head for warmth.

Caps are black but the colleges have tassels of different colors: College of Arts and Sciences is gold; College of Public and Community Service is red; and the College of Professional Studies is blue; candidates for the Master's degree wear black.

This program is for ceremonial purposes only. The official list of graduates is maintained by the University Registrar.
THE PROGRAM

ACADEMIC PROCESSION

God Bless America/America the Beautiful
Crosby Goshgarian, Jr.
Soloist
Mark Styles
Accompanist

GREETINGS OF THE UNIVERSITY

Franklin K. Patterson
President

GREETINGS OF THE CLASS OF 1978

Judith A. Baker
Class of 1978

ADDRESS

Claire Van Ummersen
Chancellor

SPECIAL AWARDS

Chancellor’s Distinguished Teaching Awards
Chancellor’s Distinguished Scholarship Awards
Alumni Association’s Student Award
Adrian Jill Barnett Memorial Prize
John F. Kennedy Award for Academic Excellence
John W. Ryan Award

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES ON CANDIDATES

RECESSIONAL

Guests are asked to remain seated until the academic procession has departed.
RECIPIENTS OF SENIOR HONORS

JERRY STUART ADAMS
Psychology

JOANNE FRANCES BEAN ALVAREZ
Spanish

ROBERT M. ARNEY
English

GILIANE M. BADER
Psychology

JOHN E. BARATTA
English

DAVID T. CALLAGHAN
Chemistry

MARY ANNE T. CARROLL
Chemistry

IVANA DIMASCIO
Italian

DIANNE ALLEN DOYLE
Psychology

EARL CLARK EATON, JR.
English

SHARON LYNNE FLIEGEL
Psychology

SARAH ELIZABETH VON FREMD
English

LAURA J. FRIEDMAN
Psychology

DAVID GROSSER
History

EYDIE I. KASENDORF
Psychology

EDWARD RUSSELL KELLIHER
Russian

CAROL ANN LUTTRELL
Economics

DENNIS PAUL MARCIELLO
Psychology

KAREN MERULLO
Russian

STEPHANIE LEE MOORE
Chemistry

LAWRENCE JAMES MURPHY, JR.
Chemistry

MARY A. NEARY
English

JEANNE CURRAN OWENS
Chemistry

LEONARD BRUCE PEARCE
Chemistry

EDWARD B. PLOTKIN
Music

MARC E. PROU
French

MICHAEL JAY PURDY
English

MICHAEL S. RADEOS
Chemistry

THOMAS D. REED
English

BEVERLY LOURRAINE RYDER
Psychology

REBECCA A. SAUNDERS
English & Music

ROBERT WILLIAM SCHEUCH, JR.
Biology

HENRY J. TAMMIK
English

GARY LEON TAYLOR
Chemistry

CHARLES JOSEPH VERBISKY
History

ANNE E. VERDON
Psychology

ANNE B. VODOLA
Psychology

SYLVIA J. WALKER
Biology

CHRISTINE SOMERS WATERS
English

The following students were elected to Sigma Pi Sigma (National Honorary Society in Physics):

Adolfo Cozzone
Alfred S. Degirolamo

Lemonia P. Fotiadis
James Thomas McGinty

Theodore Valentine Rye

The following students were elected to Alpha Kappa Delta (National Honorary Society in Sociology):

Rhonda June Gillum
Bruce Jennings Harper
Anne Christine Keady

Rose Mary Kirwin
Patricia Anne Mulligan
Nancy Marie Muse

Lesley Ann O'Brien
Sue-Ann Ochs
Elaine Frances Sarno
DEPARTMENTAL PRIZES

JOANNE FRANCES BEAN ALVAREZ for Distinction in Spanish
ROBERT M. ARNEY for Distinction in English
JUDITH ANNE TEED BAKER — College of Professional Studies Prize
RICHARD N. BARBATO for Distinction in Economics
SUSAN R. CROWN BROWN for Distinction in Biology
LORRAINE MARIE BURKE — College of Professional Studies Prize
DANIEL F. BYRNE for Distinction in Mathematics
MARY ANNE T. CARROLL for Distinction in Chemistry
DENISE CHAMBERLAND-KELLETT for Distinction in French
MAUREEN A. CHRSTAL for Distinction in Political Science
IVANA DIMASCO for Distinction in French
IRENE V. DOMASEVICUS for Distinction in Art
WILLIAM RICHARD DUNN for Distinction in Greek & Latin
JAMES ALBERT EATRIDES — Management Program Prize
PAULINE A. FLYNN for Distinction in Biology
LEMONIA P. FOTIADIS for Distinction in Physics & Mathematics
MAURICE FREMONT-SMITH for Distinction in Biology
BRIAN D. GALVIN for Distinction in Sociology
DAVID GROSSER — Louis Ruchames Memorial Prize in History
MICHAEL PAUL GUERIN for Distinction in Theatre Arts
KATHLEEN ANNE-EVA HENNESSY for Distinction in Psychology
NANCY MARIE HEWITT for Distinction in Classical Studies
THOMAS D. KELLY for Distinction in Economics
ROSE MARY KIRWIN for Distinction in Sociology
DAVID KOLKEBECK for Distinction in History
CAROL ANN LUTTRELL for Distinction in Economics
QUILDA S. MACEDO — Luis Emilio Soto Prize in Spanish
WILLIAM F. MCDONOUGH for Distinction in Anthropology
GAYLE MCKEEN — Richard J. Landry Memorial Award in Political Science
LAWRENCE JAMES MURPHY, JR. for Distinction in Chemistry
ROBERT THOMAS MURPHY for Distinction in Political Science
SUE-ANN OCHS for Distinction in Sociology
EDWARD B. PLOTKIN for Distinction in Art
CANDACE W. SMEAD for Distinction in Music
LORRAINE NANCY SMITH — Alfred R. Ferguson Award for Distinguished Work in American Literature
ELIZABETH SPENCER for Distinction in Music
JULIANNE SPLAIN for Distinction in German
EMILY MIAMI STONE for Distinction in Mathematics & Juan Carlos Merlo Memorial Prize
CRAIG VINCENT STEPHEN SULLIVAN for Distinction in Biology
JAMES LESLIE TERRY for Distinction in Music
ANNE E. VERDON for Distinction in Psychology
LUCIA CHRISTINE WHITE for Distinction in Anthropology
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Master of Science
Ngosi Aguocha - Biology
James D. Felkel - Biology
Kathleen S. Locke - Biology
David P. Adams - English
Margaret E. Barton - English
Peter D. Cirioni - English
John J. Curley - English
Joel Richard Davidson - English
Frank DiPietro - English
David L. Fitzgerald - English
Karen Fox - English
Steven J. Greechie - English
Marcie Hershman - English
John P. Luther - Biology
John J. McMahon - Chemistry
Christopher T. Murray - Chemistry
William D. Riley - Biology

Master of Arts
David P. Adams - English
Margaret E. Barton - English
Peter D. Cirioni - English
John J. Curley - English
Joel Richard Davidson - English
Frank DiPietro - English
David L. Fitzgerald - English
Karen Fox - English
Steven J. Greechie - English
Marcie Hershman - English
Judith Lee Karp - English
Dennis W. Kennedy - English
Jacqueline Lacefield - English
Leona R. Matthews - English
Jonathan C. Patrick - English
Kathleen Potter - English
Ronald R. Saucier - English
Marie E. Schleiff - English
Jeffrey L. Schwartz - English
Alan Shapiro - English

Bachelor of Arts
Anthony A. Abruzzese, Jr. - Psychology
Donna H. Adams - Philosophy
Paul Edward Adams - Political Science & History
James W. Agneta, Jr. - Biology
Linda A. Ahlquist - Economics
Michael Lewis Albertson - Political Science
Margo Angeline Alexander - Biology
Robert Warren Alexander - Philosophy & Psychology
Russell M. Allen - Sociology
Michael Godfrey Alles - English
Richard Warren Alpert - Music
Joanne Frances Bean Alvarez - Spanish & Russian
Santa H. Amico - Art
Steven Harry Andberg - Chemistry
John L. Anderson - Anthropology & Sociology
Mary Theresa Andruszkiewicz - Mathematics
Argyro E. Angelidakis - Spanish
Mark Wm. Appleby - German
Betsy Appleton - Psychology
Laura Anne Armstrong - Political Science
Robert M. Arney - English
Hunter T. Austin - Economics
Giliane M. Bader - Psychology
Robert Edw. Bahn - Psychology & Sociology
Paul KC Bailey - Economics
Robert M. Baines - French & Psychology
Joel Lee Baker-bey - Black Studies
Edward Ballo - Art & French
Robert J. Bambrick - Psychology
Ruth D. Band - Sociology
John E. Baratta - English
Paul N. Barbadoro - Political Science
John E. Barrett - Psychology
Beatrice Barron - Psychology & Sociology
Laureen Barry - French
Richard J. Barry, Jr. - Political Science
Lauren Barry - Political Science & History
Elizabeth M. Barton - Sociology
Kenneth H. Baxter - History
William F. Beardslee - Individual Major in Religion
Deborah Joyce Beckler - History
Linda Mary Bedgins - German
Cynthia Lee Belcher - Sociology
Robert M. Benson - English
John F. Berardi - Biology
Asrat Betru - Economics
Arthur A. Bianchini - Spanish
Bruce A. Bierhans - Political Science
Thomas James Birmingham - History
John Randall Bissett - Economics
Eric F. Blackmer - History
Patricia A. Blakeley - Theatre Arts
Ruth A. Bleau - English
Ronald L. Blum - Psychology
Silvana Bochicchio - Italian
Michele M. Boisseau - Psychology
Gene Bombara - Theatre Arts
Susan Michele Bonanno - English
Philip Anthony Bonomo, Jr. - English
Danny K. Booher - Sociology
Joseph W. Bosonac - Political Science
Elisabeth Blair Bouche - History
Dean Kent Bouchard - Political Science
Michael P. Bouzane - Political Science
Patrick Michael Bovnet - Sociology
Joseph J. Bowman, Jr. - Biology
Hope E. Brand - Anthropology
Steven Arthur Branson - Ethics, Social & Political Philosophy
Marie Therese Doubleday — Economics & Black Studies
Mary Catherine Doucette — Mathematics
Daniel J. Dowling — Theatre Arts
Dianne Allen Doyle — Psychology
Ellen Kotska Doyle — Mathematics
Paul J. Doyle — Economics & Political Science
Amanda L. Droste — History
Corrine C. Koutroubouas Dubay — Spanish
Edward Lawrence Duffy III — Biology
Robert J. Duggan — Political Science
Oscar M. Duhart — Political Science
Barbara A. Dunn — Political Science
Brian W. Dunn — English
William Richard Dunn — Greek & Latin
Stephen J. Durkin — History
Lawrence W. Dusseault — Art
Janette Dwight — Mathematics
Stephanie Frances Dwyer — Art
Anita E. Dynarski — English
Earl Clark Eaton, Jr. — English
Joseph T. Egan — Music
Stephen G. Embley — Economics
Thomas A. Endyke — Political Science
Kathleen Margaret Ennis — Sociology
Ellen A. Enos — Sociology
Paula Stephanie Epler — English
Dale J. Eramo — Anthropology
William N. Erickson — Ethics, Social & Political Philosophy
David Sola Esho — Chemistry
William Joseph Esper — Sociology
Arlene A. Evans — History
Wilbur Evans, Jr. — Economics
Erica Tarala Everett — Biology
Charles N. Farrell — English
Nancy Marie Farrell — Russian
Teresa Farren — English
Marie Favorto — Psychology
Selamawit Fekede — Sociology
Jose Feltzani, Jr. — Economics
Jose A. Fernandes — History
Nancy J. Fernandes — Sociology & Ethics, Social & Political Philosophy
Anthony Joseph Ferragamo — Sociology & History
Rita Ferrara-Benson — History
Joseph D. Ferrari — Biology
Janet M. Finn — Economics
Brendan R. Fitzgerald — Psychology & English
John B. Fitzgerald — Political Science
Patricia A. Fitzgerald — Spanish
Terese M. Fitzgerald — Psychology
William Joseph Flanagan, Jr. — Biology
Mary A. Flattley — Philosophy
Mary M. Fleming — Theatre Arts
Sharon Lynne Fliege — Psychology
Pauline A. Flynn — Biology
Ramona L. Flynn — History & Economics
Kevin Francis Foley — English
Sean Patrick Foley — Biology
Andrea Schecter Foote — Psychology
Mark Robert Forest — Political Science
Lemonia P. Fotiadis — Mathematics & Physics
Marie E. Fountain — Mathematics
Kevin J. Fountaine — Psychology
John Joseph Fowler — Economics
Viki A. Fowler — Psychology
Thomas John Foy — English & Economics
Debre Celeste Foxx — Psychology & Sociology & Black Studies
Maurice Fremont-Smith — Biology
Sarah Elizabeth von Fremd — English
Laura J. Friedman — Psychology
Deborah J. Fuller — History
Gwendolyn L. Furtado — Sociology
Thomas James Gaffney — Economics
Brian D. Galvin — Sociology
Joan Marie Galvin — Sociology
Louis L. Gambardella, Jr. — History
Paul James Garelli — Sociology
Robert Anthony Gaston — Sociology
Alfred Emmanuel Gavaghan — Sociology
Mitchell Harold Geller — English
Charleen L. George — Biology
Carol A. Geyer — English
Laura Jean Giannotti — Sociology
Karen Gillan — Political Science
Merton J. Gilliam — Individual Major in Industrial Sociology
Rhonda June Gillum — Sociology
Alginantas H. Gineitis — Art
Shara L. Gioiosa — Psychology
Grace M. Giso — Italian
Nanetta T. Givens — Sociology
John F. Goddard — Philosophy
Alan D. Godin — Theatre Arts
Howard R. Goldberg — Sociology
Carl Chris Gomes — Sociology
William F. Good — Anthropology
Anne W. Goodwin — French
Kathryn Anna Gordon — Political Science
Mark Governor — Music
David Francis Grace — Biology
Anita Fanelle Graffeo — English
I. Christina B. Graham — Biology
Robert Brandt Graham — Psychology
Rose-Marie Frances Graham — Sociology
Michael John Greeley — English
William Francis Greeley, Jr. — Anthropology
Christine M. Greene — German
John Edmond Griffin — History
Judith M. Griffin — English
Gail Griffis — Spanish
Sherman E. Griffith, Jr. — English & Sociology
Francis W. Grigalunas — Sociology
David Grosser — History
Martin R. Grossman — History & Political Science
Mary Anne Guerin — Economics & History
Michael Paul Guerin — Theatre Arts
Robert K. Guggenheim — Philosophy
Bruce Stephen Guwertz — History
Dennis Gutman — History
John C. Gutowski — History & Sociology
Paul J. Hachey — Sociology
Joseph Haepers — Biology
Elizabeth Margaret Hagopian — Classical Studies
Patricia Ann Hair — Art
Carol Hallas — Psychology
Kathleen Hallman — Music
Marta Elizabeth Hallowell — Philosophy & Psychology
Paul Richard Hamilton — Philosophy
Joseph T. Hanley — Biology
Frederick William Hanson, Jr. — Political Science
Bruce Jennings Harper — Sociology
Dawn Harrington — Spanish
Deborah Harrington — Psychology
John Denis Harrington — Russian & History
Barbara Harris — English
Kevin P. Harron — Economics
Ann Marie Lucy Hartnett — Biology
Carl C. Harvey — Philosophy
Peter Cleveland Haskell — Psychology
Lester C. Hayden — Philosophy
James J. Hayes, Jr. — English
Peter F. Hayes — English
William F. Hayes, Jr. — Psychology
Kathleen Anne-Eva Hennessy — Psychology
Maureen Hennessy — History
Nancy Marie Hewitt — Anthropology & Classical Studies
Anne E. Heywood — English
Richard J. Hickey — Sociology
Rosa M. Higginbottom — Sociology
Michael Paul Higgins — History
Linda Marie Porell Holdt — Psychology
Donald L. Holthaus — Theatre Arts
Jean Marie Hourihan — Sociology
Timothy P. Houten — Sociology
Wendy Lee Hubbard — Art
Dal A. Hucknall — Psychology
Stephen P. Hughes — History
Harry James Hunt — Psychology & Black Studies
Robert John Hunt — Psychology
Martha Hurley — Mathematics
Steven A. Hutchinson — Anthropology
Edwin O. Ifionu — Biology
Deborah Ann Iovine — Political Science
Joseph F. Irv — Art
Ann Alfred Isaacs — History
Mark Dennis Isabelle — Psychology
Christopher J. Ischay — Psychology
Walter J. Jacobs, Jr. — Economics
Helen Lisa Jaffarian — Psychology
Carol Ann Jessoe — English
Claudia J. Johnson — English
Glen David Johnson — Biology
Lorraine K. Johnson — German
Robert Charles Johnson-Lally — History
Leslie Banks Jones — Black Studies
Geraldine A. Joyce — Sociology
Mary Elizabeth Joyce — Theatre Arts
Robert Lee Judd — Theatre Arts
Cheryl F. Kalan — History
Robert C. Kaeli — Political Science
Roxane Kalis — Economics
Anne G. Kane — Psychology
Kermit Eric Kanter — History
Fayez A. Kaouk — Economics
Ellen Kaplan-Maxfield — Philosophy
Eydie I. Kasendorf — Psychology
John D. Kattar — Latin
Norman O. Katz — Psychology
Julia R. Kaufman — Sociology
Marcia Kazmierczak — English
Anne Christine Kearney — Sociology
Thomas Joseph Kearney, Jr. — Political Science
Catherine H. Kearney — Anthropology
Karen E. Kearney — Anthropology
Mary Kathleen Kearney — Art
Ellen Frances Keefe — Political Science
Richard Marshall Keefe — Sociology
Christine Ruth Keegan — Biology
Janet M. Kelley — Anthropology
Raymond William Kelley — Sociology
Jill I. Kelner-Rogers — Art
Christopher Kelly — English
James F. Kelly — Biology
Thomas William Kelly — Anthropology
Martin Joseph Kenney, Jr. — Psychology
Paul J. (P.K.) Kenney — History
Robert P. Kent — Biology
Roseline Willikister Atieno Kenya — Sociology
Mark Kertzman — English
Rosemary F. Kiley — Psychology
Francis Xavier Killoran — Philosophy & Psychology
Cynthia Jean Kimbrough — Anthropology
William Paul King — Art
Teresa Kinsella — Sociology
Janet B. Kirby — Mathematics
Tanya Marianna Kirchenko — Russian
Rose Mary Kirwin — Sociology
Anthony J. Kissel — Economics
Karen M. Klepper — Psychology
Sarah Helen Kim — Spanish
Susan Balcom Koffman — Sociology & Political Science
Ariela T. Kohen — Biology
David Kolkebeck — History
Carolyn Marie Konopacka — Sociology
Philip Douglas Kotik — Classical Studies
Katherine Krowchun — English
Anne M. Kupris — Psychology
Miriam E. Kurland — French
David J. Kyte — Philosophy
Theodore J. LaBelle III — Economics
Jeremiah LaKind — English
Joel G. LaMarre — Political Science
Lucille Marie Landstrom — English
Walter Lane — English
Norman Joseph Lang — French
Daniel J. Lannon — Sociology
Harriet Lapin — English
Frances Larache — Economics
Joyce V. LaRouche — Russian
Desiree Ann Lashley — Mathematics
Lee R. Lawrence — Mathematics
Rodney Frederic LeBrun, Jr. — Biology
Charlene D. LeFort — Sociology
Sandra Marie Lemonias — Psychology
Alice Diane Leo — Sociology
Richard J. Leonard — Biology
Olga Leondiades — Biology
Elena Adele Lepore — Spanish
Mark Neil Leppo — Political Science
Paula Gay Lettis — Art
Laura B. Leventhal — Biology
James A. Lewis — English
Robert M. Liberman — Psychology
Michael P. Licari — Philosophy & Psychology
Frank W. Lima — Music
Beverly Straus Linde — Psychology
Paul Leland Linn — Psychology
George Livingstone — Art
Linet D. Lockhart — Psychology
Patrick J. Loftus III — Political Science
Elodie Ann Loraam — English
Daniel F. Lordan — Biology
Stephen Andrew Spillane — Music
Julianne Splain — German
Craig Thomas Spratt — Political Science
Linda Ellen Stacey — Sociology
Alexander Statas — Economics
James A. Steele — History
Virginia A. Steene — Psychology
Shirley Stern — Music
Kevin M. Stock — Psychology
Elizabeth Jane Stoller — Psychology
Betsy L. Stone — Psychology
Denise Irene Stone — Economics
Emily Miriam Stone — Mathematics
John C. Stuart — Psychology
Brian Sullivan — History
Craig Vincent Stephen Sullivan — Biology
Gerard Pierre Sullivan — Anthropology
Joanne Mary Sullivan — English
John J. Sullivan — History
Kevin M. Sullivan — English
Mark Leo Sullivan — Music
Robert M. Sullivan — Music
Theresa M. Sullivan — Biology
Elaine G. Swain — Psychology
Anmarie Swanson — History
Gwen D. Swearingen — Art
Shirley S. Taalibah-Din Rasheed — Economics
Pamela Talbot — English
Arthur J. Tallini — Psychology
Joanne Taschler — Spanish
Carole Taylor-Hayes — Black Studies & English
Gary Leon Taylor — Chemistry
Regina Marie Elizabeth Tempesta — Sociology
John Joseph Tentindo — Theatre Arts
James Leslie Terry — Music
Sharon A. Terry — Classical Studies
Faith M. Thames — Psychology
Maria G. Thornton — Psychology
Laine Alison Tietjen — Sociology
Pauline Kristine Tisell — Political Science
Michael Patrick Tobin — Biology
John F. Torpey, Jr. — History
Joan C. Torraco — English
Debra L. Torrey — Sociology
Lisa Ellen Trottier — Art
Patricia Tsichlis — History
Adah Tsoref — French
Debra A. Turkanis — Psychology
Robert R. Turner — Art & Theatre Arts
Charles J. Uhlar — Sociology
James Socrates Valent — Philosophy
Thomas John Valley — Political Science
Karen L. Van Beers — English
David John Vassallo — Political Science
Aida L. Vélez — Spanish
Charles Joseph Verbitsky — Political Science & History
Anne E. Verdun — Psychology
Damarys Vergara — Psychology
Anne B. Vodola — Psychology
Samuel J. Voskeritchian — Psychology
Barbara E. Waddell — Sociology
David M. Waiters — Theatre Arts
William Joseph Walczak — History
Paul G. Walde — Psychology
Sylvia J. Walker — Biology
Margaret Mary Wall — Biology
Elizabeth A. Wallace — Music
Bernadine Walsh — Sociology
Diane Marie Walsh — English
Loretta B. Ward — Political Economy
Christine Somers Waters — English
Teresia Waters — Music & Art
Rita M. Weddleton — Economics
Charles Weeks — Black Studies & Economics
Janet Barker Weiner — Psychology
Suzanne Elizabeth Wenzel — English
James Fredrick Wessen — Psychology
Jil Winfield West — Theatre Arts
Deborah Ann Whalen — History
Gregory David Whall — Psychology
David L. Wheeler — English & Psychology
Holly A. Whipple-pleske — Psychology
David Edward White — History
Eugene D. White, Jr. — English & Sociology
Jeffrey F. White — Psychology
Karen Elaine White — English
Margaret Jane White — Biology
Leslie M. Whitney — English
Melissa A. Whitten — Economics
Leslie L. Whone — Biology
Deborah K. Widener — Music
Robert Michael Wigmore — History
Geoffrey Wentworth Wilkinson — Psychology
Elnor W. Williams — Biology
Susan Claire Williams — Management
Josephyne Jackson Williams — English
Victoria Wills-Cinelli — Anthropology
Julian Christopher Wilson — Biology
Margaret Caruso Wilson — English
Karen Teresa Winn — Spanish
John P. Winslow — Sociology
David Alan Winsten — Biology
Richard J. Winter — History
Janice Faya Wolfe — English
Linda G. Wolfson — Psychology
Thomas Edward Woods — Economics
Wayne Scott Woods — Psychology
Lorraine Fay Woodson — Sociology
Bertha L. Woody — Psychology
Cynthia Ann Wozenski — English
Nancy Anne Wythe — Psychology
Nadean A. Yasko — Psychology
Ken Ment Yee — Mathematics
Louise M. Zajac — French
Marni Zea — Philosophy
Shelly Zelbow — Economics
Diamantis M. Zervos — Biology
COLLEGE OF PUBLIC
AND COMMUNITY SERVICE
Bachelor of Arts

Sylvia J. Tracy Amalfitano — Community Change and Housing
Dorothy L. Barr — Management of Helping Services
Shirley Marie Bouffard — Human Growth and Development
Cecelia Maddox Brown — Legal Education Services
Kathleen A. Bryan — Legal Education Services
Maria P. Buda — Human Growth and Development
Martha Eddy Burlingame — Legal Education Services
Carolyn Burt — Housing and Community Development
Gertha M. Cagle — Human Growth and Development
Edward Thomas Cainan — Housing and Community Development
Jean Marie Canina — Human Growth and Development
Stephen Carr — Human Growth and Development
Meri M. Cayem — Legal Education Services
Margaret Loyola Cohen — Human Growth and Development
Joseph P. Corrigan — Human Growth and Development
Maxine A. Creanza — Human Growth and Development
Angela Froio Curley — Human Growth and Development
Priscilla Preston Cutler — Human Growth and Development
Genevra Cutting — Legal Education Services
Marian Darlington-Hope — Human Growth and Development
Peter F. DiToro — Housing and Community Development
Kristina M. Dodson — Human Growth and Development
Kristin Frament Duval — Human Growth and Development
L. Nelson Fox — Human Growth and Development
Faith Frazier — Human Growth and Development
Roberta Marie Gannon — Legal Education Services
Cheryl Ann Gooding — Human Services Advocacy
Zaiga J. Gosts — Legal Education Services
John H. Griffin — Human Growth and Development
Sandra Castle Gullickson — Human Growth and Development & Legal Education Services
Barbara Ann Haimowitz — Human Growth and Development
Michael Francis Haskell — Human Growth and Development
Christine W. Hearns — Human Services Advocacy
Elaine M. Heffernan — Human Growth and Development
Dorothy Hyams — Human Growth and Development
Marlene T. Ikels — Human Growth and Development
M. Susan Klotz — Human Services Advocacy
Grace A. Lettis — Human Growth and Development
Juanita Joy MacDonald — Human Growth and Development
Fern Ora Marx — Community Change and Housing
Harold R. Masterman — Community Relations and Communications
Kathleen Mary McCann — Legal Education Services
Patricia A. McKenna — Human Growth and Development
William Mendes — Housing and Community Development
Mary E. Mercier — Human Growth and Development
Betty A. Meredith — Housing and Community Development
Jacqueline R. Michelove — Human Growth and Development
Gary Fredric Molloy — Legal Education Services
William E. Moss — Human Growth and Development
Mildred M. Murphy — Management of Legal Institutions
David J. Myers — Legal Education Services
Jocelyn M. Nash — Community Planning and Management
Maureen T. O'Brien — Community Change
Margery L. O'Connor — Human Growth and Development
Ralph W. Power — Human Growth and Development
William Henry Price — Housing and Community Development
Rosemarie Slaney Quinn — Human Growth and Development
Leon Nathaniel Rock — Community Change and Housing
Hollis N. Ross — Legal Education Services
Irene M. Shea — Housing and Community Development
Kathleen Bessie Shea — Legal Education Services
Eugene Sullivan — Housing and Community Development
Karen Marie Sullivan — Human Growth and Development
Mary E. Sweeney — Legal Education Services
Deborah Ann Takis — Community Change & Human Growth and Development
Marie Elizabeth Tangney — Legal Education Services
COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts

Frederick Moti Afshar — Management
Cahos Alicea — Management
Lawrence F. Allen — Management
Clyde L. Anderson — Management
Ralph Francis Annese — Management
Lucia Apollo — Management
Joanne C. Apotheke — Management
Anne Catherine Baker — Management
Judith Anne Ted Baker — Management
Lourdes A. Beato C. — Management
Rennee M. Blanche — Management
Mark William Boasberg — Management
James Henry Braden — Management
Michael Kevin Buckley — Management
Lorraine Marie Burke — Management
Nancy E. Burnham — Management
John L. G. Bynoe — Management
Kathleen R. Carroll — Management
Bradford Leith Carvill — Management
Cathy S. Chan — Management
Michael S. Chappelle — Management
Rubin Colon — Management
Bruce A. Corwin — Management
Gerald Coughlin — Management
Paul D. Decot — Management
James Edward Diggin — Management
Omar Eduardo Castillo D’Leon — Management
Richard Donohue — Management
Anne M. Donovan — Management
Stephen Patrick Dowling — Management
James John Driscoll — Management
Francis T. Dunford — Management
James Albert Eatrises — Management
Joanne El Kareth — Management
Kathleen Maire Ford — Management
Barbara Jo Geary — Management
Joan Genco — Management
Stephen Gerard Gill — Management
Crosby Goshgarian, Jr. — Management
Daniel J. Griffin — Management
Peter Coade Gwilliam — Economics & Management
Peter H. Hayes — Management
Bernard J. Holloran — Management
Ellen L. Jacobs — Management & Economics
Carol Ann Jankun — Management

Peter J. Jasie — Management
Joseph Jones, Jr. — Management
Keith J. Kelly — Management
Kevin P. Kenny — Management
Henry Anthony Kochanski — Management
John Patrick Largey, Jr. — Management
Henry J. Liedtka III — Management
Mary Theresa Lomasney — Management
John F. Lovely — Management
Frank Steven Luzinski — Management
Thomas Charles Magee — Management & Economics
Robert A. Metzler — Management
Stuart M. Moss — Management
Stephen E. Nikonchuk — Management
Okwudi Okeke-Odinwude — Economics & Management
Mark J. Parisi — Management
Michael Steven Piccirilli — Management
Paul Arthur Pofcher — Management
Joel D. Pratt — Management
Robert W. Price — Management
Stephen Paul Scott — Management
Anthony J. Serino — Management
Gary R. Sheehan — Management
Boyce W. Slayman — Management
Barbara A. Smith — Management
Linda A. Smith — Management
Dean R. Souza — Management
Paula Theresa Stevens — Management
Jean M. C. Sullivan — Management & Sociology
Ann M. Taccini — Management
Joyce Loftus Tager — Management
Daniel J. Twomey — Management
Charles W. Weddelton III — Management
Michael John Welch — Management
Susan Claire Williams — Management
Charles M. Wilson — Management
Evelyn Wong — Management
Arlene M. Zafarana — Management
RECIPIENTS OF DEGREES
JANUARY 1978
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Master of Arts
Sharon Auer — English

Bachelor of Arts
Jerry Stuart Adams — Psychology
Marilyn Ann Amato — Psychology
Allan M. Aronson — Sociology
Joseph Vincent Austras — German
Norman Bailey, Jr. — English
Mary A. Baker-Hall — German
Richard N. Barbato — Economics
Pamela Beth Barker — English
Barry Barouk — Economics
Mark Bryant Bedell — English
Jeffrey S. Benson — Sociology
Michele Ava Block — Psychology
Catherine Keohane Brayden — Psychology
Douglas Charles Briscoe — English
Roger F. Brooks — Philosophy & Psychology
Francis E. Brown — Sociology
Susan Mary Burns — German
Daniel J. Callahan — Economics
Mark S. Callahan — Economics
Doroteia Anastacio Camara — Spanish
Jane Marie Clougherty Cardinale — Sociology
Wilfred Noel Carpenter — Russian
Anne Gaudet Carr — Anthropology
William Joseph Casey, Jr. — History
Michael J. Cavanagh — Art
Jean Louise Cellini — English & Political Science
Denise Chamberland-Kellett — Psychology & French
Elizabeth M. Cheatham — Political Science
Frank Chipolone — Sociology
Frederic Chirigotis — Political Science
Patty Sue Chumbley — Art
Carlo Ciamaritaro — Italian
Elise Ballou Cohen — Psychology
Toby Coltin — Art
Mary Ellen Conley — Sociology
Brian J. Connolly — Anthropology
Kathleen Frances Coolidge — Sociology
John J. Cronin, Jr. — Art
Jane Frances Cullinan — German
Michael DeAngelis, Jr. — Economics
Elizabeth A. Deardon — Anthropology
Filomena M. DiNardo — Italian
Daniel Edward Doherty — English
Samuel Joseph Donisi — English
William P. Donohue — Biology
Jerome P. Dunn — English
Steven H. Duxbury — Sociology
Diana Fitzgerald — Psychology
M. Megara Flanigan — Theatre Arts
Sarah L. Freedland — Psychology

Martha Janet Friend — Psychology
Susan Gelman — Psychology
Ann Gomes Gibau — English
Marcia Goldman — English
Raymond V. Gray — History
Loriann Dale Green — History
James Joseph Hanlon — Anthropology
Loran J. Hanrahan — Art
Richard C. Harris — Russian
Laura Elizabeth Hein — History
Robert R. Henry — German
Robert James Herbst — Economics
Clyde Bartlett Holmes III — Economics
Vincent R. Ioannilli — Sociology
Kim Marie Jakimczyk — Psychology & Sociology
Linda K. Kasar — Psychology
John Coleman Keane — Biology
Barbara A. Lewis Keith — Psychology
Nancy Jean Kelley — English
Edward Russell Kelliher — Russian
Frances Mary Kelly — English
Thomas D. Kelly — Economics
Patrick J. Kennedy — Psychology
Anne Doyle Kenney — English & Political Science
James Russell Krupp — Psychology
Brian M. Laliberté — Political Science
Jaeok Lee — Psychology
Sandra Lee Lewis — Sociology
Daphne Deloris Lunan — Theatre Arts
Janet M. MacDonald — Sociology
D. John MacDonell — English
John Richard Macdonald — Music
David Mahon — Psychology
Jill C. Manca — Art
Wayne Thomas McManus — Economics
Fernando Miranda — Sociology
Stephanie Lee Moore — Biology & Chemistry
Ellen Moyer — Anthropology
Joseph Aaron Murphy — Economics
Ronald Patrick Murphy — English
Michael J. Nania II — Psychology
Hilary J. Nicholson — Sociology
Joseph R. Norton — Economics
Michael Francis O’Brien — Sociology
Robin O’Neill — Art
Jeanne Curran Owens — Chemistry
June Marie Paci — Sociology
Vincent Joseph Pattavina — Biology
Nina Elizabeth Perry — English
Andrew Polonsky — Sociology
Emily Prencipe — English
C. Diane Purdy — English & Theatre Arts
Mary MacDonald Quincy — English
Gerard P. Regan — Sociology
Douglas Paul Roberts — Economics
Marta Elena Rodriguez — Spanish
Charles Joseph Rogan, Jr. — History & Political Science
Kathleen Ann Rudden — History
Theodore Valentine Rye — Physics & Mathematics
Joanne Lambert Sammons — Political Science & Sociology
Judith Naomi Saperstone — English
Aida S. Sarkissian — Philosopy
Judy Marie Saunders — Political Science
Douglas E. Sherman — English
Sarah Slive — Political Science
Gail Reva Smookler — Art
Mark Steven Solomon — Political Science
Mark Thomas Storti — French
Ann Stutz — Sociology
Brian E. Sullivan — Mathematics & Economics
John Daniel Sweeney — Sociology
David Michael Talley — Economics
Dorothy L. Tamlyn — Art
Henry J. Tamnik — English
Frederic Charles Tatulis — Sociology
Russell C. Teebay — Individual Major in Religion & Psycho-Social Counseling
Barbara Louise Teed — Psychology
Margaret Anne Tierney — Sociology
Kalu Ugwuomo — Chemistry
Mark Eugene Vaillancourt — Music
Donna Marie Valente — Sociology
Nwabugwu, Ilo, Vitus — Political Science & Black Studies
Helen L. Wall — Spanish & Sociology
David John Waszak — Economics
Elizabeth Ann Watson — Political Economy
Nancy Patricia Watson — Spanish & Theatre Arts
Elizabeth B. Weis — Theatre Arts
Lucia Christine White — Anthropology
Susan W. Wing — Art
Salimeh Harbi Muhammad Yousef — Political Science & Sociology

COLLEGE OF PUBLIC AND COMMUNITY SERVICE
Bachelor of Arts

Jill H. Abrams — Community Change and Housing
Helena L. Baggott — Human Growth and Development
Romus Broadway — Legal Education Services
Thomas L. Crawford — Human Services Advocacy
Mary E. A. Evans — Legal Education Services
M. Jean Foley — Community Change and Housing
Augusta M. Geary — Law and Health Advocacy
Katherine Earle Herbert — Human Growth and Development
Kathleen Marie McDowell — Human Growth and Development
Marguerite M. Morris — Community Change and Housing
Christine Marie Murphy — Human Services Advocacy
Maria T. Range-Kelleher — Legal Education Services
Vickie A. Sigman — Community Change and Housing
Doranne Whittredge — Legal Education Services

COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts

Richard Ralph Baldwin — Management
Kristie E. Camacho — Management
George D. Campbell — Management
Michael J. Coffey — Management
Debora Irene Diggins — Management
Richard A. Dunn, Jr. — Management
Ralph Fergason — Management
Catherine M. Kennedy — Management
Maryann King — Management
Paul Joseph Lanzilla — Management
Margie Carol Lemack — Management
Julie Pui-Yee Mak — Management
Paul Stephen Maregni — Management
Phyllis L. Miller — Management
Daniel R. Morrissey — Management
Maureen Elaine Mullins — Management
Sandra Mary Torode — Management & Psychology
Ronald A. Ward — Management
TRUSTEES
STEPHEN G. Breyer
SYLVIA K. Burack
JAMES F. Crain
DANIEL DENNIS
ROBERT Dion
JOSEPH P. HEALEY
HASKELL A. KASSLER
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RUTH S. MORGENTHAU
JAMES O'SULLIVAN
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GAVIN ROBERTSON
SIMON SAWTELLE
ERLINE SHEARER
ROBERT J. SPILLER
FREDERICK S. TROY
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FRANKLIN K. PATTERSON, President of the University
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FREDERIC WINTHROP, JR., Commissioner of Food and Agriculture
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A message to Graduating Seniors, their Families, and Friends

From the Faculty Staff Union

As teachers and librarians at UMass/Boston, we share your pride and happiness on this Commencement Day. We extend our congratulations to all of you.

We believe that UMass/Boston offers first rate educational opportunities to its students. From its inception, it has been a unique university, carrying out its urban mission creatively.

The quality and identity of this university are now being challenged, however. An arbitrary Administration has rapidly been usurping the traditional rights of faculty and students and attacking those features which have made UMass/Boston so unique and exciting.

What Are Our Major Concerns?

The Faculty Staff Union, the elected representative of the faculty, librarians, and academic staff, has since last fall been trying to negotiate a contract with the University which will both protect its members and maintain the quality of education at UMass. The Administration has hired an out-of-state negotiator to ensure that negotiations move at a snail's pace. Virtually no progress has been made all year. We believe that all of you—alumni, parents, future college students, friends of public higher education—have a stake in these negotiations. We invite your support in seeing that UMass remains a vital public university for future generations of students.

The highhanded attitude of the Administration towards negotiations is symptomatic of the increasing concentration of power in the hands of a few administrators, distant from the educational process. This year, over one-third of the Assistant Professors who had met the rigorous tenure requirements of their departments were unjustly fired by the Administration. The mid-day free period was unilaterally abolished by a single administrator after the faculty-student Senate unanimously urged its retention.

One of the special features of UMass/Boston has been the small size of most of its classes. But each year class size has crept up, so that the original educational vision is in jeopardy. For the faculty, this represents a speed-up without any compensation. For students, it means a deterioration in educational quality. The Faculty Staff Union is fighting for a reasonable student/faculty ratio, while the Administration argues that class size has nothing to do with teaching load. Each item in the FSU's proposed contract would strengthen educational opportunities for students, while virtually every item of the Administration’s would weaken them.

While faculty rights have been whittled away, faculty salaries have declined disastrously in the face of inflation. Our salaries have declined in purchasing power by 35% in the last four years. In the face of this, the Administration has unilaterally withheld the paltry 2½% raise voted by the legislature (although the administrators have not withheld the raise from themselves). Compared with higher education institutions in
the country as a whole, salaries for Assistant Professors have declined from the 77th percentile to the bottom 10th. This precipitous decline not only is an injustice to teachers and their families. It also threatens the continued ability of the university to attract and keep good teachers and scholars.

Why We Are Demonstrating

We are reaching the limits of our patience. The Administration continues to stall in negotiations, and we are faced with the prospect of yet another year without a contract. Since the Administration has refused to bargain in good faith, we feel we must demonstrate the determination of the faculty and inform you of our struggle. We shall not disrupt the graduation ceremony, but we want to make our united presence felt and to publicize the important issues at stake. Therefore:

1) We have asked faculty members and students to demonstrate their unity and determination by wearing special armbands. Some will participate in the official procession; others will stand on the side with a union banner and signs.

2) We have established a union information table near the library, and we invite you to discuss these concerns with us.

3) We have called a press conference to publicize our objectives.

4) We invite both students and members of their families to support us in two ways. First, we urge you to sign the statement of support below and to return it to the FSU Information Table. Second, we encourage you to write to Governor Dukakis (State House, Boston MA) and to the Chairman of the University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees, Joseph P. Healey (One Washington Mall, Boston, MA 02108), urging them to see that negotiations proceed speedily and that faculty get a fair contract.

If you agree, please sign this statement of support and return it to the FSU Information Table in the back near the library.

I support the efforts of the Faculty Staff Union at UMass/Boston to negotiate a contract protecting faculty rights and educational excellence.

Signed:

Address: